2014: The Internet Society by the numbers!

- **5** Internet Society Regional Bureaus.
- **7** New Internet Society Chapters were recognized.
- **11** Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) were launched with Internet Society involvement.
- **12** Internet Society funded Ambassadors participated in the IGF Istanbul meeting.
- **18** Internet Exchange Points were leveled-up with Internet Society involvement.
- **24** Regional IGFs, local IGFs, or IGF-like meetings included participation or support from ISOC.
- **24** Internet Hall of Fame inductees.
- **30** Active communities on the ISOConnect (connect.internetsociety.org) platform launched in 2014.
- **30** Policy guests sponsored by the Internet Society attended Internet Engineering Task Force meetings.
- **34** ISOC Chapter-organized events received funding from the Internet Society.
- **34** IXP Workshops were organized by the Internet Society.
- **35** ISOC Fellows participated in Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) meetings.
- **40** New resources added to the Internet Society Deploy360 Programme.
- **45** Meetings were streamed by the Internet Society, most organized by ISOC Chapters.
- **67** Countries were the locations of ISOC-organized training activities.
- **87** Internet Society staff members.
- **88** ISOC Chapter leaders participated in Chapter Leaders Workshops in 5 regions.
- **93** Increase in number of www.internetsociety.org visitors using mobile devices, in percent.
- **106** Internet Society Chapters.
- **135** Internet Society Organizational Members.
- **368** Individuals responded to the operators and IETF survey.
- **500** Attendees at Internet Society ION conferences.
- **536** Posts on the Internet Society blogs.
- **2000** Individuals attended Internet Society online training courses.
- **3500** Content contributions have been made to the ISOConnect collaboration platform.
- **7500** ISOC Members have logged onto ISOConnect.
- **14,046** Total logins to the ISOConnect collaboration platform.
- **23,100** Followers of @internetsociety on Twitter.
- **53,352** Number of Internet Society website visitors from social media.
- **68,857** Internet Society Global Members.
- **100,000** Individuals have participated in meetings streamed by the Internet Society.
- **190,579** Likes for the Internet Society on Facebook.
- **1,836,544** Visitors to www.internetsociety.org.
- **2,300,000** Visitor sessions to www.internetsociety.org.
- **3,745,000** Web pages views on www.internetsociety.org.
- **11,100,000** Approximate number of times Internet Society content appeared in someone’s Facebook feed.